CAUSES OF REVOLUTION

SOCIAL
- Marie Antoinette: Disrespect from Nobles (run over in a few weeks), perverts Huguenots (no religious freedom)
- "E tut C'est Moi!"
- Bloc voting
- Divine Rights
- Parliament not often called
- Using taxes for Extravagant lifestyle
- No financial reform
- Feudal System: Queen hires/Receivincks

ECONOMIC
- Versailles - Paris
- Wars
- Deficit
- Taxes (windowtax)
- Nihilism
- Queen Spends
- Tariffs
- Judiciary without (no infrastructure)

FAMOUS FRENCH FOLK

LOUIS XIV
- Sun King
- "E tut C'est Moi!"
- Money + Versailles
- Nobles + Versailles

LOUIS XVI
- God King
- No sex for awhile
- Weak, played with backstairs
- Absolute monarch

MARIE ANTOINETTE
- Austrian
- Speaks a lot of it
- Very sexual
- People hate her

AR. TARGOT
- Tax collector
- Finance minister (poule)
- Replaced by Revo.

CRISIS (1772)
- High taxes + almost bankrupt
- French support American Rev
- Ideas from Rev to France: backstairs
- Famine 1769, 1777, 1778, 1788 (50% of people)
- 40000 kids abandoned
- Removal change

1st clergy + vote is a bloc
1st clergy + vote is a bloc

2nd Nobility

2nd poor labor

1st clergy

Bourgeois

1ST FORM "NATIONAL ASSEMBLY"
- Led by Count Mirabeau
- Start of the Revolution

2nd Tennis Court Oath
- Won't leave until gov't formed
- Led by Mirabeau

REVOLUTION TURNS BLOODY + VIOLENT

REVOLUTION BEGINS

THE GREAT FEAR --- BOOM!
- People called "citizen"
- Limits power of the king
- Fish women travel 50km to Versailles - drag king dead back to Paris

REVOLUTION ENDS WITH

- Monarchy + ppl
- Staging + Famine + Country Bankrupt

- Robespierre: Rules alone
- An emperor
- ppl fearful
- Country bankrupt
- Robespierre & Danton: Dead!